
VEITH SYSTEM

high efficient spreading and matching of knitted fabrics - the integrating solution

from marker making over spreading to cutting

spreading the fabric according to the pin position

cutting the fabric at the end

VEITH Needle Plates for protecting the lay package

before transportation

lay package on the CNC-Cutter ready for cutting

cutting the fabric with a CNC-Cutter
the result

VEITH SYSTEM PIN TABLE for tubular knitted fabrics
* open width *
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VEITH SYSTEM

cm cm

140 55,1 30,9 12,2

150 59,1 33,2 13,1

160 63,0 35,4 13,9

170 66,9 37,6 14,8

180 70,9 39,8 15,7

190 74,8 42,0 16,5

200 78,7 44,2 17,4

maximum inclination of 12.5°

= maximum OFF SET depending on fabric width

fabric width max. OFF SET

inch inchtype

cm cm

170 66,9 140 55,1 11

184 72,4 154 60,6 12

198 78,0 168 66,1 13

212 83,5 182 71,7 14

226 89,0 196 77,2 15

240 94,5 210 82,7 16

available table dimensions:

Length: cm: 400, 600,... inch: 157.5, 236.2, ... amount of pins

table width distance of outside pins across the table

inch inch per VEITH Needle Bar

SKT - 170

SKT - 184

SKT - 198

SKT - 212

SKT - 226

SKT - 240
patent pending technical data are subject to change without notice

VEITH SYSTEM PIN TABLE for tubular knitted fabrics
A proven system now also for spreading knitted fabrics with horizontal and !inclined stripes

the Needle Bars can be moved

along the Pin Table

VEITH

VEITHat any position

- in order to follow the conditons of

the marker

- in order to overcome and react on

repeat variations (even with fabric

on the pins)

adjustable inclination

of the Needle Bars

(max. 12.5°)

VEITH

OFF SET

VEITH Pin Table with lay

VEITH Needle Bar

different diameters of pins available, all

with rounded top: 1.0, 1.4, 1.8 mm

separate pins

can be switched

on   and    off

adjustabel distance between

Needle Bars

minimum distance 15 cm (5.9 inch)

VEITH

distance between pins

~14 cm (5.5 inch)

(depending on inclination)

adjustable height of the

pins for fast, easy and

accurate spreading

adjustable measure tape

for easy and fast parallel

positioning of the

Needle BarsVEITH

marker

easy to useF high savings in labor and fabricsF high productivityFhigh qualityF

* open width *

COMPETENCE IN MATCHING CHECKS AND STRIPES

VEITH SYSTEM goes GREEN
We have installed a photo-voltaic
system, generating over the year
35% more electric energy than we
consume during the same period.


